Assessment of patient-reported outcomes in retinal diseases: a systematic review.
Advances in the understanding of the genetic, molecular, and cellular biology of retinal diseases have led to the development of new treatments. These expanding treatment options demand appropriate outcome measures for studies of treatment benefit including patient-reported outcomes (PROs). A plethora of PRO instruments assess impacts of retinal diseases from the patients' perspectives. We review all the studies that implemented PRO assessment in retinal diseases and also discuss quality assessment of the PRO instruments. We also include qualitative studies that explored quality of life impact on people with retinal diseases. Most studies used PRO instruments not specifically developed for retinal diseases (non-disease specific), nor have they undergone comprehensive validation in this disease group. A few retina-specific PRO instruments are available, but they suffer from limited content coverage of quality of life. Finally, we discuss the need for a new comprehensive and technologically advanced PRO instrument to assess quality of life impacts in retinal diseases.